Report on Barbados Pilot Test of the Marco Polo Program
To the PDGA Board,
Thank you for choosing Team Philo along with Dave Feldberg and Garrett Gurthie to be the first chapter
of the Marco Polo program. We're very thankful for the opportunity to introduce the sport we love to a
new region. With help from you, the PDGA, Innova Champion Discs, a host of disc golf clubs from
Southern California and my family, this venture is off to a great start.
The Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme is very excited to be part of the Marco Polo Program. They are
a world wide charitable organization that caters to young people from their mid-teens to young
adulthood. I believe this was a blessing in disguise, as it will open doors for us in the future with
connected nations around the world. The facilities for their disc golf course will soon to be ready for
their course to be installed. The materials (baskets and discs) will be made available to the members in
less formal settings, until the time for permanent holes to be set is upon us.
Although the Award Scheme were the main recipients of the disc golf materials purchased with the
PDGA grant funds, we were able to introduce disc golf to a wide variety of Barbadians. We appeared
on Barbados' national T.V. station twice in three days, the Saturday Sports recap and "Mornin'
Barbados" on Monday, which is similar to our Today morning news show. With global news, weather,
sports and interviews with people like us doing new and exciting things in Barbados. Like most
Americans, people wake up and turn on that station (the only one like it in Barbados) to get a feel for the
day before heading out the door. Unfortunately, we did not have our materials for either of the
interviews. Our shipment was stuck on the customs dock from Thursday, August 18th to Tuesday,
August 23rd when I had to pay nearly $1,500 to have released to us. We tried to apply for a waiver of
fee, again unfortunately for us, the people who would permit this waiver were in chambers working out
the budget for the island. There was no way of getting through to them in a timely matter for us to
proceed with our game plan.

Clinic at Miami Beach

Fortunately, we did manage to create our own disc catcher with a little innovation and about $200 U.S.
in materials from the local Do It hardware store. This is the basket you'll see in the "Mornin' Barbados"
news clip and some of our earlier photos. My cousin Stephen, and his never say die attitude motivated
us to push through this obstacle and have something to show in regards to a basket or disc catcher. It
actually worked quite well and got the point across, however it would have been nice to have the real
thing there. Also not having the discs and promotional handouts there was rather unfortunate, none the
less, thanks to Dave's ability to clearly inform the audience and host about disc golf, I don't think anyone
really noticed how unprepared we actually were. Garrett's sense of humor and sincerity really came
through, and my being referred to as a local made the interview a great success.
After overcoming challenges and surpassing a few roadblocks, we were very successful in achieving our
initial goals.
We were very fortunate to get into a few youth day camps before Dave and Garrett departed home. The
Partners in Parenting and Folkstone day camps invited us to share disc golf with their kids. Both classes
had around twenty kids. Having a portable basket, discs, shirts, sunglasses, visors and pens really got
the kids excited. Not only did they get to learn a new fun sport to play, but they got a cool package to
remember the day by. The kids were very enthusiastic when we took a little extra time to sign
something for each of them. The staff of the day camps are also faculty in local Elementary schools and
were keen to learn more about getting disc golf for their students.

Partners in Parenting Day Camp
The University of the West Indies Cave Hill campus was the first place I threw a disc in Barbados.
Lucky for me, it was part of Freshman orientation and I was able to put on an impromptu demonstration,
showing off my ability to throw far. After about five minutes of crushing, I had a crowd of nearly 150
students gathered around a section of the University's cricket field. The interest had started at UWI
because I had an itch to practice drives. A couple days later, Dave sought out the Athletic department
and asked about starting a club. They invited us to be a part of Grand Orientation with nearly all
Freshmen on campus for the day.

As it turned out, Dave and Garrett would not be in town for this event, so Dave set it up for me to
organize and execute the activities. The students, student body guild and faculty had a blast putting for
prizes in the center of the lawn area where everyone could watch. The MC invited me on stage to speak
about disc golf, as well as toss over the crowd into the open fields across the way to get the excitement
rolling. Near the end of the day, the President of the student body guild informed me that it would take
a minimum of 20 signatures on a petition to start a disc golf club at the University. I had it done in 30
minutes, with 15 to spare just in case. As a result, they were very impressed. I am in the process of
writing a proposal that includes a pro forma for 9 targets, 500 discs and fees for Dave and I to teach a
semester on campus.

Action from UWI Clinic
This is huge because this campus is one of a chain of University of the West Indies, similar to the UC
system in California. However, instead of a neighboring town or area, each campus is located in another
country in the Caribbean. The potential for disc golf to explode through the region is evident with
Barbados being the first and most popular campus to have the sport. The opportunity to travel to the
U.S. for tournament play is also very appealing as UWI would invite international exposure.
Finally, after Dave returned home to the States, Garrett and I went renegade on the beaches of Barbados
introducing and holding clinics on the sand. This was extremely helpful in increasing the general
awareness of disc golf to everyday folks in different parts of the island. One of my favorite days was at
Brandon’s Beach. We got to the beach to find The Pacers Athletic Club doing drills on the sand. After
we set up and got started, we had the coaches’ attention. He asked if I could make disc golf apart of
their workout for the day. Next thing you know, Garrett and I had 25 fit track stars in a circle having a
clinic. At first, I think they were a little uninterested, but once I crushed a drive about 400 feet they got
excited and wanted to try. The whole group was lined up across the sand trying to out do their buddies.
It was awesome! A few of those guys had a natural swing and drove a disc about 300 feet. I'm sure
some of them will play again in the future.

Philo at UWI Disc Golf Information Table
Setting up short temporary courses and putting stations to get people playing worked well. Not only did
it get people playing, but also got the attention of tons of people who saw us having a great time. At
times we had people from completely different backgrounds bring their families together to learn how to
play disc golf. Everyone found a common ground in those moments and it didn't matter where they
were from, they enjoyed disc golf together.
In the end, we had a very positive and encouraging trip. The opportunities and doors that opened for us
were bigger and more exciting than we had anticipated. Since I've been home, my cousin Stephen has
had a meeting with the Ministry of Sport and Culture. From my understanding, the meeting was a great
sucess. In my cousin's words, "to say they became keenly interested would be a total understatement",
as they enthusiastically discussed the scope of the sports potential in Barbados.
Here's a piece of the email he sent me a few days ago:
"The meeting with the Ministry of Culture and Sport today went very well!
I met with the Ministry’s Permanent Secretary, Minister’s Personal Assistant, and the Administrative
Officer. They are the ‘get it done’ people who guide the Minister, and once we have their support the
Minister’s support will likely follow.
Starting out with a curious and cautious ‘Let’s see what this is all about’ attitude, they certainly warmed

up once it became obvious that there was indeed more to it than they thought. They were fascinated with
the technical ins and outs of the sport, and the fact that it was so well established, even with its own
World Championship. They were presented with a gift package which included a commemorative Team
Philo disc, mini disc, T-shirt, caps, pens and information brochures."

Pacers Athletic Club at Brandon Beach
Among the items discussed were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Disc Golf as a popular mass sport, given its low cost of participation
Its scope as a competitive sport in the school system
Its potential as a tourism driver
Impact as a family sport
Impact of the Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme spreading it through its participants
The possibility of getting movers and shakers (wealthy land owners) on board
What it would take to establish a course and the possibility of an 18 hole championship course
(There is a privately owned 100+ acre lot, which the government may acquire as Park area)
The spin-off effect of working through the University system and students to spread Disc Golf to
other Caribbean Islands.

Stephen showed an aerial view of the 3W's Park, laid out as a 9-hole course as we designed it. This
sparked vigorous, but positive discussion and will figure prominently in our go-forward plans which will
enjoy their support and will include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The formation and registration of an umbrella organization which will lobby Government.
The presentation of a report on the recent launch activities and clinics
The presentation of facts and figures to support a full roll-out proposal
Application to the National Conservational Commission for permission to establish a course at
3W's Park

Continued discussion with the University seeking their assistance in establishing:

•
•
•

The 9-hole course at 3W's Park (which as you know borders their Campus)
A Club at the Campus
Links with other UWI Campuses

Pacers Athletic Club Members and Discs
Following these steps, we will report back to them for further action.
I will continue to push this agenda, and will keep you in the information loop. My future participation
as part of the development team and coach was raised as a must do, and we expect to be making
arrangements for my imminent return as soon as we complete the ground work. However, please bear in
mind that the Government is not in a position to promise anything at this stage, but we are off to a very
good start and will work towards my return to run clinics and roll it out nationally.
I've also done an interview via email with a Barbadian magazine, the Better Health Magazine. A writer
from the magazine found out about the activities at UWI and requested information about the sport and
possible health benefits. Photos from our trip should be included. She will send me a copy of the article
once it is published.
It is fair to conclude that our Team’s efforts in Barbados were very successful in getting Disc Golf off to
a great start. Congratulations to us all!
Now let’s see if we can keep the disc flying.
Best regards,
Philo Brathwaite #26416
Team Coordinator
September 21, 2011

